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NEWS LETTER No 59

September 1975

As is now becoming common , the news letter opens with an apology for the delay since the last one . I
have lots of good reasons - none of which are acceptable I know but anyway - here is this months offering .
Annual General Meeting 1975
At
The Butchers Arms
On
Thursday 6th November at 8.00 pm
This your official notice of the AGM as required by the constitution . The meeting always takes longer
than expected - or hoped - so please arrive early . A Chairman for the meeting has not yet been selected ,
so if you know any illustrious person that would be foolish enough to volunteer - please let John Elliott
know soon .
Any proposals to change the constitution at the AGM must reach the secretary four weeks before the
meeting . If you have any , then you have little time to submit them . However , please do not propose to
change any of the constitution as it always adds an hour to the meeting .
Now is also the time to start thinking about next years committee as proposals should be given to the
secretary any time between now and the AGM . Nominations are accepted from the floor at the AGM so
written proposals are only necessary if the proposer will not be able to attend . It is most important to
obtain the written consent of a person to be proposed if that person is to be considered at the AGM . In
simple terms , no one can be proposed for a committee position unless he is at the AGM or has written to
say that he / she is willing to be considered .
The treasurer ( Andy Solari ) will have to produce a balance sheet for the AGM and so will require all debts
to be settled before then . If you owe the club money or the club owes you money , please settle up before
the middle of October .
Next years club fees will be due from the AGM on . Anyone who has joined the club since August this
year will not have to pay again for next year . Those that do have to pay have until the end of January 1966
when their membership will cease .
I have quite a lot of unpublished material for the next news letter but would be grateful for more to do a
bumper news letter for the AGM .
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NEW MEMBER
Although he joined some time ago , welcome to a new member John Hoskins on . He lives at :47 Tennal Road
Harborne
Birmingham
Tel - 021 - 427 - 4863
We are also glad to see that a certain Mr G Burch has paid his fees at long last . Welcome to the club .
The ladder has been removed from Westbury Brook to make access to Honeycombed Rift more difficult.
This follows the vandalism in the mine earlier this year . It is intended to put rawl bolts in place eventually
and some have been purchased for this purpose . Any volunteers for drilling the holes required ?

ALBUM OF PHOTGRAPHS OF ROGER SOLARI
At long last we have completed the album of photo’s of Roger . The photo’s come from slides lent by
people all around the country and the prints ( nearly 50 ) have been mounted in an album with suitable
captions . As soon as most members have seen it , the album will be handed over to Andy and Kath .
When the idea was first mentioned , a number of people asked if they could contribute towards the cost .
Now the album is finished , we would be grateful for those contributions as it is intended that any surplus
should be used to buy a small trophy to be awarded each year to the winner of a club photographic
competition . A suitable contribution would be 25 to 50 pence but obviously all contributions are welcome.
I have copies of the latest Cambrian Caving Council Journal which is very good value at 30p . Anyone
requiring them by post should note the new postage rates as the cost of 30p does not include postage .
Colin Clements is beginning to put in appearances again after his nasty skiing accident . We haven’t seen
him underground yet but this time is probably not far off . He should stick to safe sports .
Another club member in medical trouble was Rollo who went down with appendicitis a couple of weeks
ago. Some people thought the fact that he hadn’t been around was due to another reason . But then she
wouldn’t stop him caving , would she ?
Who found it easier to get through Otter Hole sumps after he had his hair cut ?
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EQUIPMENT
With the growing interest in the use of single rope technique ( SRT ) the committee has ordered 300ft of
Terylene rope suitable for SRT . This is sufficient to allow practice and development of techniques for
those club members interested . When it arrives and with some good weather a practice session at the
quarries will be arranged . As the safety factor in SRT is lower than with normal laddering methods . The
equipment will not be freely available at the Butchers Arms tackle store but will be lent only under
supervision .
Suitable tackle for use with the new rope - Clog Ascenders , Figure 8 decenders etc are available within the
club . Anyone interested in developing SRT techniques should let John Elliott know .
The following equipment is available in the tackle store or through Gordon Burch :Electrolyte
Carbide
Cables
Bulbs
Tape ( Harness )

20p enough to make 1 pint
10p per lb
50p each
23p each
9p per foot

Shire seal adhesive film ( to caver maps ) 18” wide 27p per yard
At BCRA it was interesting to note that the retail prices of the above goods were 50 to 100% higher .
Cables were not available except by post at £3 each .
If you have any tackle booked out , please return it before the middle of October so that Gordon can check
it before the AGM .

CAVE RESCUE NEWS
Otter Hole obviously presents rescue problems so GCRG are to form a team with Otter Hole experience to
examine the problems . One possibility is a dry route out to bypass the entrance but this is a long term
solution . A party priority is the food dumps in case high tide / high stream water should trap a group for
long periods . GSS have provided two ammo boxes and Colin Graham has donated a two day ration pack .
Required are two more ammo boxes and suitable food to fill them . Anyone willing to give ?
Next rescue practice:Sunday 5th October . Meet at Old Ham at 9.30 am .
Intended practice is a carry out from below the boulder pitch up into Yew Tree Pit i.e. a long low carry in
constricted passage .
Practice after that - Sunday January 4th venue TBA .
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OLD HAM FIRST LEVEL

DOUG MACLEAN

You may remember from ‘ The Beginning of the Story ‘ in your last news letter how after a couple of digs
to follow an interesting draught in the Football Roof area , I had finally reached a boulder choke . The
story left off at the point where , on a subsequent trip , John Elliott , Diana Standing , Clare Bishop and
myself had passed the choke and were standing in a large churn that no one could recollect having seen
before .
Just as exploration had begun , a small pile of stones were discovered that looked very like a cairn . A little
later , when I was about to descend a hole in the bottom of the collapsed area of the churn , John called that
he had found a way on and another cairn . So off we all trooped into a series of interconnected old men’s
workings liberally littered with cairns and chalk arrows . John was quite worried over the fact that
somebody had had the audacity to chalk all over an area in Old Ham that he hadn’t even seen before !
Initially we tried to follow the arrows but these had the habit of leading into dead ends . I left the others
who were in pursuit of what turned out to be another blank and tried against the direction of the arrows .
This seemed more successful . The strange thing about these arrows and cairns was that they were
unusually close together and in such odd places . At one point , I found myself in a small churn with
plainly no way on and there , right in the centre , was a neat cairn with an arrow on the top pointing towards
a blank wall . This almost confirmed my growing suspicion that what I had been following were not the
marks of annalistic cavers , but old miner’s exploration or survey stations .
Indeed , the frequency of the arrows and cairns and particularly that cairn in the small churn , suggested
that the whole thing had been done by someone exploring by candlelight .
I was shortly joined by the others who had by then reached similar conclusions to my own and we went to
have a look at the cairn in the dead end . It was whilst ferreting around in this area that John found the
really conclusive evidence for , on a large flat rock , chalked - copperplate style of the period was the
following :ALFRED KEYOE
JAMES JOYCE
ALFRED GWILLIAM
SEPTEMBER 25T H 1889
We were all felling rather pleased with ourselves and our discoveries but time was getting on , so we
decided to have one quick look down a small hole which seemed to be the way on and then find our way
back to the boulder choke . John was the first to go in . Suddenly from below , there came a loud gasp
followed by a strangled cry . This was generally interpreted to be an Elliott signal “ GOOD FIND “ Three
bodies avalanched into the hole and in seconds the four of us were assembled in a level with perfect rail for
as far as we could see in both directions . Trembling with anticipation , we began to explore and from then
on , so many relics were found that the situation was almost overwhelming . At one point , I think it was
when he discovered the tram , John was observed leaping about like a Dervish .
Cont .
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The whole area was practically a complete mining museum and the relics encountered included :A tram decorated with some amusing miners , graffiti , a pair of hob nail boots , a sledge hammer , a tin of
gelignite , a carbide strainer , a striker plate in position beside the rail , various drills , chisels and shovels ,
a tallow candle , a fixed air pipe terminating in a working stop valve with key , ventilator pipes , three
billys , three billy catchers ( these were made of iron ) and not forgetting over 500ft of tram rail with
grooves made by the tram wheels still impressed in the mud .
As you see from the survey , the level is eventually stopped at one end by the in-filled Ham Shaft and at the
other end by a big fall . My guess is that this part of the level was driven in Circ. 1889 and when the old
workings were hit , Messrs , Keyoe , Jones and Gwilliam were sent in to explore the possibilities . Judging
from dates in carbide inscriptions on the walls , the level was last used in the 1920’s by ‘colour ‘ miners .
An extensive area of red ochre passages is to be seen in the upper series .
An interesting item spotted by Ian Standing on a subsequent visit was what appeared at first glance to be a
wall of ‘deads ‘ but closer inspection revealed that it was in reality a disguised catchment of ochre . A
miner must have reasons to hide this away for collection at a later date . I wonder if he still wants it ?
My next visit to the area was to begin the survey and this time I discovered that had I gone down the hole in
the first churn on the first visit , I would have dropped straight into the level but it wouldn’t have been half
as exciting as finding it by the longer route . At the time of writing no further progress beyond that shown
on the survey has been made .
There ought to be a way around the shaft and perhaps more exploration will reveal one . Failing this , it
should be possible to dig through the rubbish that fills the shaft to the level beyond .
My feelings are that it is right that this series should be left as we found it . Without a doubt , these relics
are best appreciated within their environment . However , there are reasonable fears that some of the items
may disappear particularly in the light of some of the recent vandalism we have seen in the Forest mines of
late . It is because of this that I have not disclosed on the survey or in print , where the route into the series
actually begins . This , together with the fact that the way in is unlikely to be found by accident and
contains some very discouraging squeezes , makes me fairly content the relics are reasonably safe for the
time being .
However , I would suggest that a proper inventory is made and a careful watch kept on the area .
Anyone who would like to visit the area and wishing to know the way in only has to ask any one of the
several RFDCC members including myself and will be willingly told how to get there .
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Doug wrote this article immediately after the exploration and produced the survey at record speed .
Unfortunately , the lack of a news letter since that time has dated much of his comments and the situation
has changed - very much to the worse . An advance copy of the survey and article released by me to Ray
Wright ( the owner of Old Ham mine ) resulted in the local press publishing a highly coloured version that
inferred that Doug had provided the information to them direct . Following the disappearance of some of
the relics , Ray Wright then removed all of the most interesting relics to his Show Mine for safety . All in
all a most unsatisfactory end to such a good beginning .
Jim Hay .

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
The latest Descent has arrived and contains a further article on Otter Hole but I have not yet seen it .
Plymouth Caving Group - News letter and Journal No 61 - May 1975
Contains an interesting article on vertical
Rope techniques and a number of trip reports
From the Mendips .
Some time ago , Dr . P A Standing ( Ian’s brother ) donated a large quantity of publications to the club
library . We are very grateful for these publications which are listed below .
Council of Southern Caving Clubs Handbook
Mendip Cave Registry Handbook
Northern Cave Handbook 1967
BSA Bulletin -

Dec 1967
March 1968
April 1968
Jan 1969
Aug 1969
AGM 1969
Jan 1970

BSA report on 1967 expedition to the Gouffre Berger
BSA Bulletin Sep 1970 - Dec 1970
University of Bristol Karst Hydrology Expedition to Jamaica in Dec 1967 .

PENYARD HILL MINES
Has anyone any information on the mines on Penyard Hill just outside Ross . There are various rumours
about Silver Mines and various people have had a poke into them . Information please to Jim Hay or the
Baileys .
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THE 1975 BCRA CONFERENCE
This years conference was held at Manchester University over the weekend of 13th / 14th Sep . RFDCC
had been invited to attend with a view to putting a stand up in the exhibition hall and also taking the top
spot in the lecture programme .
Only one week from the above date saw us frantically drawing up plans and formulating ideas as to what
we were to talk about at the conference and what we could put on the stand .
As my first effort at recording sump 1 noises in Otter Hole was not as brilliant as I had hoped , I made a
second trip and had another go ( the recording was to be edited and used to , what we hoped , good effect
during our lecture spot ) This time it went A - OK and was duly chopped about by John Elliott .
Friday 12th Sept saw the cream of our club away to the big city - names as below :The right Hon’s -

J Hay J Elliott
G Burch
R Bailey
L Bailey
M Johns
and a few camp followers of course in the
shape of Heather , Clare and Margaret .

John , Heather and Clare had gone early , acting as advance party to make sure of tables and space in the
exhibition hall and to arrange accommodation .
Heather’s mother , who lives near Stockport , had very kindly agreed to provide eating and sleeping
facilities for us all and it was her extremely spacious and grand house that the remainder of us made our
way . Martin and I travelled with Jim and due to Jim falling asleep at the wheel for 35 miles , we would
have ended up in Preston but for the superb ( nay lets be modest ) brilliant navigating . We arrived safely
in Stockport 30 minutes ahead of the dynamic duo Roger and Laurence , which was pretty good really
considering that they had 1 ½ hours start on us !!
The Saturday morning found us setting up our stand in record time as we were due on about 35 minutes
later in the theatre .Jim’s nicely glazed and framed picture of Otter’s and Forest Mines were hung on back cloths surrounding the stand , and along with the Otter survey presented a nice display .
But at last came the announcement “ Would Mr Jim Hay , Please come to the stage “ This was our moment
And we were billed as the “ Most exciting recent discovery “ ! Jim shook off the pre - speech tremors and
for 25 minutes kept the eager audience ( the only full house the entire weekend ) on the edge of their seats .
The slides came over on the huge screen superbly and the recording of sump 1 noises was received with
loud applause .
Jim . I thought , put the talk over to the crowd in a good mixture of humour and seriousness and spoke very
clearly and calmly , all of which was appreciated by the audience judging by the thunderous applause at
the end . Even hardened Yorkshire pot-holers were impressed that we had a fine cave of this size in our
area . They even regard Wales as a little place somewhere down south with a few little holes !
Our stand was besieged by curious cavers afterwards and we were kept busy answering the many questions
about Otter Hole . The main question was of course “ When can I get a trip “
Quite a few eminent scientists showed a considerable interest in our cave and they seemed very keen to get
reports and papers about it . I feel some good will come of this if we keep in touch with these people .
Our good fiend and caving compatriot Martin Farr ( that Welsh water baby ) gave a fine talk about the
work that had gone on in Ireland , Noon’s Hole , Marble Arch etc , again a talk well received by the
audience . Those of you who do not know Martin will be glad to know , that he is doing our club a great
service by diving sump III , IV and V in Otter Hole . Our own J V Elliott is also working well on the
diving trips and of course every dive is increasing his experience . Well done John . Please help if you can
when they need a support team , it really is a big morale booster to get back from an arduous dive and find
a few lads waiting for you even if there is no gear to carry out .
Cont.
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Back to the conference - Highlight of the day on Sunday was again provided by our club . I decided to give
the full recording of sump 1 an airing , so out into the foyer we went , where it was quite . Spotting a PA
system and a speaker over the entrance door , I duly stuck the tape recorder in front of the mike and turned
the PA system volume up . It sounded , bloody great banging’s and gurgling’s - beautiful ! When all of a
sudden came rushing in looking like he’s having a fit , shouting “ What the B - - - - - Hell is going on ?
It sounds B - - - - - Horrible in there “ In there being the conference hall . I think he was the only one who
objected to it though . He upset me , calling my brilliant recording horrible !
The last talk of the day was given by Ben Lyon of Wherndale Manor and was about that very mysterious
art of ( SRT ) Single Rope Techniques . This talk awakened an interest in myself and a lot of other people
about this method of climbing pitches . So much so that I persuaded your committee to buy some of the
special gear and rope needed . Now all we need is a good regular training programme for those interested .
Altogether a good weekend and although we did not win the stand award we did make a s mall profit on
sales .
And to those of you who for some reason couldn’t go there will be next year .

Gordon Burch .

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although Gordon has written the above with his tongue slightly in his cheek ( I hope ) it has to be said that
the weekend was a great success . It is also true that the biggest contributor to its success was Gordon - not
for his Sump 1 concert - but because of the enormous amount of work that he put in prior to the conference.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OTTER HOLE

SEPTEMBER 1975

On Sunday 7th September , a little band of intrepid cavers bombed off down the track to Otter Hole ,
reaching the entrance after 5 minutes of high speed walking . The band consisted of two divers , Martin
Farr and John Elliott and a big support team consisting of myself and Rollo .
Two objectives were planned , to record the noises of sump 1 for use at the BCRA conference and to push
Sump V.
Rollo and I set off in about ten minutes ahead of the other two , not really knowing how far we would get
due to their having been 15 metre tides .
The tube in the entrance series had about 3 “ of water in it so unfortunately we were not forced to retreat .

Cont.
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Arriving at Sump I , we set up the recording gear - this was found to be a fairly difficult task due to the vast
amount of mud . It seems to get everything dirty ( cameras also being extremely tricky to keep clean )
However , we managed to get some good sounds on tape including Martin’s heartrending cry of
“ B-----ks “ when his flash didn’t go off . He was trying to get a shot of John making like a Warthog ,
wallowing in the mud and filth of the sump . Pity really as John looked the part too .
The sump by this time was emptying very rapidly so we pushed on to sump III where , in the kitting up
process , John promptly donned Mart’s fins having thrown his own away around the corner . Order was
restored and at 2.35 pm they dived , leaving Rollo and I to settle down for about a two hour wait .
If you ever get the chance to watch divers setting off , switch off your lights as they dive . You can see
their lights fad away under water , hear a few air bubbles come gurgling back at you and then nothing .
Just silence and darkness best described as eerie . Come along on the next dive and try it .
After an hours wait , the cold began to bite - getting totally immersed in Sump II hadn’t helped , so Rollo
and I decided to sump it back through and explore the main passage , determined to find another 1,000ft of
cave while we warmed up .
However , after diving back through , I went through a violent bout of shivering , my arms , neck and
shoulder muscles were almost uncontrollable and I really had to force myself to help Rollo in a bit of
digging to get my temperature back up . The moral here is never underestimate the dangers of a slight drop
in body temperature , it could be fatal .
During this period of investigation , I noticed a small hole up the top of a steeply sloping stream inlet
passage ( now dry ) I pulled a couple of small boulders out and felt a good draft and I could also see on up
a few feet . ( By the time you read this I should have been back for another go at it ) But as I was feeling a
bit grotty , I left it and rejoined Rollo who was digging like a demented Bailey .
However , he was disappointed to find it connected to where I had just come from further up stream , but
this digging served its purpose ie to get us warm .
At exactly 4.35 pm Mart and John reappeared with the news that Mart had pushed Sump V for about 60 ft
but because his light was failing and his air valve leaking had decided to leave it for another time . He was
confident that , with a good lamp , the way on in the sump will be no trouble to find .
The sump , he stated , was big in passage size . Some photo’s were taken on the other side of the sump so
non divers amongst us will at least get a look at it .
On the trip out Martin’s we suit hood slipped down over his eyes and he thought the effort of crawling the
last 300 ft had made hi m go blind !
Time taken for the trip was 7 hours but because we were tired it took six minutes to get from the entrance
back up to the cars - “ And that’s true as I’m riding this bike “
There is still a lot of work needed in Otters , so if you fancy a working trip , let Roger or Laurence know .

G Burch .
Caver Extraordinaire .
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ROYAL FOREST OF DEAN CAVING CLUB
CAVING CODE
1.

Dress correctly . Boiler suits , heavy boots and helmet are advised .

2.

Always carry a spare light .

3.

Leave word of your intended visit and time of return with someone on the surface .

4.

Access to caves and mines in the Forest of Dean is good . Please maintain a good relationship
with Landowners . Keep to footpaths and observe the country code.

5.

Do not damage formations , draw in mud or leave litter . Walls of “ Deads “ must be left alone .
Take all carbide out of the system .

6.

Always check the tackle before use .

7.

Any digs on the surface must be left in a safe condition .

8.

Don not make carbide smoke arrows or use chalk . Paper arrows should be removed and cairns
taken down .

9.

Some bats are protected by law but bats should not be disturbed in any circumstance .

Oct 1975 .
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